Background: Analysis of sequence composition is a routine task in genome research. Organisms are characterized by their base composition, dinucleotide relative abundance, codon usage, and so on. Unique subsequences are markers of special interest in genome comparison, expression profiling, and genetic engineering. Relative to a random sequence of the same length, unique subsequences are overrepresented in real genomes. Shortest words absent from a genome have been addressed in two recent studies.
Background
Sequence statistics and unique substrings Word statistics is a traditional field of genome research. For word-length 1, GC-content is a basic characteristic noted for each organism, and dinucleotide relative abundance profiles provide a reliable genomic signature [1] . Dinucleotide content also distinguishes natural RNA from random sequences [2] . Trinucleotide (codon) usage can reliably predict bacterial genes [3] even in the presence of horizontal gene transfer. Short palindromic words mark the characteristic sites of restriction enzymes in bacteria, and are therefore under represented in bacterial genomes [4] . A theory of over-as well as under-represented words has been laid out in [5, 6] .
Unique words are of particular interest. They provide sequence signatures, and microarray probes are often designed to match them. Unique sequences from several genomes exhibiting a perfect match serve as reliable anchors in a multiple genome alignment [7] . Recently, Haubold et al. [8] addressed the problem of efficiently computing shortest unique substrings (using their terminology) in a sequence, and provided a program called SHUSTRING for this purpose. Using this program, they found that there is typically much more unique sequence in a genome than one would expect in a random sequence of the same length. While this observation by itself is not a surprise, given the repetitive nature of genomes, their approach and software allows to quantify this fact. Furthermore, they found unique words to be significantly clustered in upstream regions of genes in human and mouse.
Absent words
One may take such investigations farther and investigate words that do not occur in a genome. We suggest the term "unwords" for shortest words from the underlying alphabet that do not show up in a given sequence.
A first approach at the unwords problem was recently presented by Hampikian and Andersen [9] . Their motivation was to "discover the constraints on natural DNA and protein sequences". However, there is no evidence that such constraints exist. The absence of certain shortest words in a sequence data base, no matter what (finite) size it has, is a mathematical necessity. Speculations about negative selection against certain words have been refuted convincingly in [10] . There, it is shown that human unwords computed in [9] can be explained by a mutational bias rather than negative selection.
Still, there is twofold interest in the capability of efficiently computing unwords.(1) Statistically, it is interesting to see how length and number of unwords in a given genome deviates from expectation in random sequences. (2) Practically, it is useful to know all the unwords when a genome or chromosome is to be extended by insertion of foreign DNA. Combinations of unwords can directly serve as tags that are guaranteed to be unique in the modified DNA sequence.
Software for unwords computation
Unfortunately, the software presented in [9] is slow and difficult to use: It reads Genbank files rather than the more space efficient Fasta format -and space matters a lot when dealing with genomes as large as human and mouse. It runs an internal conversion routine for over 50 minutes before starting unwords computation. The program generates an excessive number of files that may break your file systems. The C code is platform dependent and internal constants must be adapted. Finally, the human unwords data computed with the program according to [9] appear to be incomplete (and hence incorrect).
In order to make unwords computation possible in an efficient and reliable way, we present here a new algorithm and the software implementing it. Efficient computation of unwords can be done from an index data structure such as a suffix tree or an (enhanced) suffix array [11] . For example, in [8] a suffix tree was used to compute unique substrings. In fact, our first unwords-program was an extension to the VMATCH software [12] , which is based on enhanced suffix arrays. However, index data structures must be built in memory and are space-consuming. Hence, we developed a direct approach that works more efficiently, because the overall sequence need not be kept in main memory. Computing the unwords of the human genome, for example, takes about 10 minutes computation time on a Linux PC with a single 2.4 MHz CPU. The space requirement is 2.5 megabytes.
In this article, we describe the new program UNWORDS and report its application to the genomes of human, mouse, and other organisms, covering a genome size range from 10 9 down to 10 5 bp.
Results

Problem statement
Let Σ be a finite alphabet of at least two letters. Let |Σ| denote the cardinality of Σ. In genome analysis, Σ = {a, c, g, t} and |Σ| = 4. A word is a sequence of letters from the alphabet. The terms "word" and "sequence" are equivalent, but are used here to indicate that a word is short and a sequence is long. |w| denotes the length of a word. If |w| = q, we speak of a q-word.
A word w over Σ is an unword of a sequence G if (1) it does not occur as a substring of G, and (2) all words over Σ shorter than w do occur in G. Note that the unword length is uniquely defined for a given genome G.
The built-in minimality requirement in this definition is motivated by the fact that when w is an unword of length q in G, it has 2|Σ| one-letter extensions that also do not occur in G. Therefore, asking for missing words longer than q would introduce a substantial proportion of redundant results.
Similar to shortest unique substrings, the length of unwords is expected to increase with genome size. For fixed unword length, the number of unwords is expected to decrease while |G| increases. Given G, let q be the unword length. It is easy to see that 1 ≤ q. To derive an upper bound on q, let w be a shortest unique substring in G and let ᐍ = |w|. Consider the following cases:
• If |w| = |G|, then for any a ∈ Σ, wa is an unword. Hence q ≤ |wa| = ᐍ + 1.
• If |w| < |G| and w is not a suffix of G, then wa occurs in G for exactly one letter a. Hence wb for any b ∈ Σ\{a} is an unword. This implies q ≤ |wb| = ᐍ + 1.
• If |w| < |G| and w is not a prefix of G, then aw occurs in G for exactly one letter a. Hence bw for any b ∈ Σ\{a} is an unword. This implies q ≤ |wb| = ᐍ + 1.
Thus we conclude 1 ≤ q ≤ ᐍ + 1.
The problem of unword analysis of a given sequence G (typically a complete genome) is to determine all unwords of G. The double-stranded nature of DNA lets unwords always show up in complementary pairs, as each word present implies the presence of its Watson-Crick complement on the opposite strand. Sometimes, however, an unword is self-complementary, and hence a "pair" represents only a single word. Therefore, we report unword numbers rather than numbers of pairs (in contrast to [8] ).
Computation of q-word statistics for small q is straightforward. Efficient computation of unwords when q is unknown, however, requires more advanced techniques. Our unword analysis algorithm is described in the section on computational methods.
Unword statistics
The unword analysis problem is mathematically well defined. Unwords must exist for any sequence. Calculating the probability for a word not to occur in a specific sequence is quite difficult and not much literature is available. Following Rahmann et al. [13] , a good approximation of the probability can be given using the expectation value. A Poisson Distribution is expected for word counts in a genomic sequence, which is with λ(w) = [w in s], and k the number of occurrences of the word w. Now let k = 0. Then
The expected number N of q-words that do not occur is therefore
As an example, for a random sequence G of length 3.1·10 9 and an unword w of length 14 and typical composition, we obtain a probability of 1.40082·10 -5 for w not occurring in G. Still, the expected number of unwords of length 14 is 2590.798, while for length 13, it is only 5.823108·10 -13 . For even shorter unwords, it is practically zero.
Unwords algorithm
For convenience, we map each of the four letters of the DNA-alphabet to an integer in the range 0 to 3 as follows: The second strategy determines q* by a binary search in the range [1, q max ], as described in Table 1 . The strategy is optimal in the sense that it tests a minimal number of possible values of q before it arrives at q*. Unfortunately, a value q' determined in line 8 of 
Testing
We used our first implementation (based on suffix-arrays) of an unwords algorithm to cross-validate the program presented here. Applied to the human genome, both algorithms (which are completely independent) produce the same set of unwords. This makes us sure that our set of 104 human unwords is indeed complete, in contrast to the 80 unwords reported in [9] . Thermococcus kodakarensis, Release KOD1 [20] and Methanocaldococcus jannaschii, Release DSM 2661 [21] . Table 2 gives a summary of genome sizes and unword lengths and numbers. In Table 3 , we show the unwords computed from the human genome. We also indicate the number of occurrences expected for each unword -if the genome was a random sequence, which of course is not the case. Deviation of GC content in unwords is summarized in Table 4 . Unwords for the other genomes are given in Tables 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
Conclusion
Genomic unwords may not have a functional meaning, but they do have relevance in practice and in theory.
When planning experiments such as large scale mutagenesis [22] , a high number of markers is to be included in the inserted DNA. Such markers should be disjoint from each other and from the original genome. Given (say) 100 unwords of length 11, we can directly compose 10,000 Unwords, by definition, always have a fixed length (say k) in a given genome. Longer absent words may also be of interest. They are easily determined with our program: Adding all unwords as additional sequences to the genome and re-running the program, it will produce all absent words of length k + 1, since they are the unwords of the extended genome.
No evidence has been collected for selection against specific words in a genome-wide fashion. Naturally, unwords tend to have atypical CG content in the AT-rich genomes we studied (see Table 4 ). CpG methylation and subsequent mutation favors unwords containing CG dinucleotides, and leads to an overabundance of their mutated variants [10] . These observations suggest that length and number of unwords, and in particular their deviation from expectation in random sequences, are statistical footprints of the process of real genome evolution. Mathematical models or reconstructions of genome evolution should be tested whether they produce a similar footprint.
The program UNWORDS is available from the Bielefeld University Bioinformatics Server [23] . While online use is restricted to sequence uploads of at most 5 Mb, the UNWORDS source code is available at [24] , which has no such restriction.
